SCHOOL OF MUSIC
*CHED Center of Excellence in Music*

St. Scholastica’s College School of Music offers music programs for all types of learners, both for the young and adult. The school accepts students from other schools or adults who would like to take short courses or lessons on any music instruments. At present, these programs are the Continuing Education Program in Music (CEP-M) and the Philippine Research for Developing Instrumental Soloists (PREDIS) for strings. Below is the Calendar and Schedule of Fees for these programs.

**Continuing Education Program in Music (CEP-M)**

The Continuing Education Program in Music (CEP-M) is the Extension Program of St. Scholastica’s College, School of Music. The program offers lessons on different music instruments such as guitar, piano, voice, percussions, flute and other wind instruments and other short music courses. Lessons on string instruments such as violin, viola cello and double bass are provided by the Philippine Research for Developing Instrumental Soloists (PREDIS). Please see PREDIS brochure below.

**CEP-M CALENDAR & FEES**

**FIRST SEMESTER, SY 2015-2016**

June 15-20 – Registration & Scheduling
June 22-27 – Lessons begin
September 21-26 – Last Week of lessons
September 28-October 17 – Weeks for make-up lessons (Optional)
- Weeks for additional lessons.
  (Optional) To be arranged w/ the Teacher.

I  Applied Music – Individual Lessons for Children
in guitar, flute, piano, percussion or voice for
14 weeks.

**One Hour a Week Lesson:**
Plan A – Php 9,800.00 (Semestral)
  Php 9,800.00 – June 15-20
Plan B - Php 9,800.00 (2 Installments)
  Php 5,000.00 – June 15-20
  Php 4,800.00 – August 3-8
Plan C - Php 9,800.00 (3 Installments)
  Php 3,500.00 – June 15-20
  Php 3,300.00 – July 27-August 1
  Php 3,000.00 – August 31-September 5

**Half an Hour a Week Lesson:**
Plan A – Php 5,000.00 (Semestral)
  Php 5,000.00 – June 15-20
Plan B - Php 5,000.00 (2 Installments)
  Php 2,500.00 – June 15-20
  Php 2,500.00 – August 3-8

II  Applied Music – Individual Lessons for Adults

**One Hour a Week Lesson:**
Php 3,200.00 monthly – 1st lesson of each month
Philippine Research for Developing Instrumental Soloists (PREDIS)
St. Scholastica’s College, Program for Strings (Violin, Viola, Cello & Double Bass)

PREDIS PROGRAM, CALENDAR & FEES
First Semester, SY 2015-2016

Calendar of Activities:
Registration – June 15 to 20
First Week of Classes – June 22 to 27
Last Week of Classes – September 21 to 26
Make-up Lessons Week (Optional) – Sept 28 to Oct 10
Additional Lessons (Optional) – can be arranged w/ the Teacher

Orientation – June 20, 2015, 10:00 A.M.

I  PREDIS Combo Package A (1 hour a week lesson):

- 12 Sessions of One-hour Individual Lesson
- 10 Sessions of Suzuki Group Classes
- Monthly and Culminating Recital Participation Fees
  Cost: PHP 10,400.00 per semester
  Semi-annual Suzuki Membership Fee: PHP 300.00
  TOTAL: PHP 10,700.00

Mode of Payment:
Plan A: Php 10,700.00 (June 15 to 20)
Plan B: Php 3,800.00 (June 15 to 20) - 1st Installment
  Php 3,500.00 (July 13 to 18) - 2nd Installment
  Php 3,400.00 (August 10 to 15) - 3rd Installment

II  PREDIS Combo Package B (One half hour a week lesson):

- 12 Sessions of 30-minute Individual Lesson
- 10 Sessions of Suzuki Group Classes
- Monthly and Culminating Recital Participation Fees
  Cost: PHP 6,500.00 per semester
  Semi-annual Suzuki Membership Fee: PHP 300.00
  TOTAL: PHP 6,800.00

Mode of Payment:
Plan A: Php 6,800.00 (June 15 to 20)
Plan B: Php 3,5000.00 (June 15 to 20) – 1st Installment
Php 3,300.00 (August 3 to 8) – 2nd Installment

III  PREDIS Lesson Package for Viola, Cello and Double Bass:

- 14 Sessions of One-hour Individual Lesson
  
  Recital Fee (additional Fee of PHP 250.00 per Recital)
  Cost: PHP 9,800.00 per semester
  Semi-annual Suzuki Membership Fee: PHP 300.00
  TOTAL: PHP 10,100.00

Mode of Payment:
Plan A: Php 10,100.00 (June 15 to 20)
Plan B: Php 3,600.00 (June 15 to 20) – 1st Installment
     Php 3,300.00 (July 13 to 18) – 2nd Installment
     Php 3,200.00 (August 10 to 15) – 3rd Installment

Schedule:

- Individual Lessons: By Appointment with Individual Lesson Teacher
- Group Classes : Saturdays, 11-12NN

IV  PREDIS Lesson Package for Adults:

- 12 Sessions of One-hour Individual Lessons
  
  Recital Fee (additional Fee of PHP250.00 per recital)
  Cost: PHP 9,600 per semester
  Semi-annual Suzuki Membership Fee: PHP 300.00
  TOTAL: PHP 9,900.00

Mode of Payment:
Plan A: Php 9,900.00 (June 15 to 20)
Plan B: Php 3,500.00 (June 16 to 21)
     Php 3,200.00 (July 14 to 19)
     Php 3,200.00 (August 11 to 16)
V  PREDIS Kinder Package (Group Lessons for First-timers)

RATIONALE

The Predis Group Lessons package provides lessons in violin for *1st-timers only (beginners)* for one term. The students are trained to learn performance technique and music repertoire while enjoying the company of their classmates. Group lessons provide many advantages such as the joy of playing with others as well as the challenge to perform equally well like the other members of the class. Group lessons are economical. The tuition is much cheaper than individual instruction. The students are trained to perform their repertoire both as a solo performer and as a member of the ensemble. Each class should have 4 to 5 enrollees preferably of the same age. After the module, students are advised to continue their lessons by enrolling in the Predis Regular Packages taking lessons on a one-on-one mode of instruction and group lessons once a week to further develop their music competencies. The students are presented in a recital at the end of the module.

- 4 to 5 students in a class
- 12 Sessions of one-hour and a half of group lessons
  
  Cost: *PHP 7,200.00 per semester*

- Participation in the Monthly Recital (additional fee of PHP 250.00 per recital)
  
  *Semi-annual Suzuki Membership Fee: PHP 300.00*
  
  *Tuition: PHP 7,500.00*

- Enrollment is at the School of Music Dean’s Office.
- Schedule – TBA

*For new students, additional Php 200.00 for the annual registration fee and PHP 20.00 for ID

“That in all things God maybe glorified!”